
2021 District-Wide Multi-Function Device Solution  RFP  21-017JO 
Question and Answers 

 
  

1. Does the District own WebCRD or is it held (serviced) by Ricoh?  
The district currently has an annual WebCrd maintenance contract with Ricoh.  

 
2. Does the District wish vendors to include WebCRD support for the term of the contract? Yes 

 
3. Will the “Small” MFDs be sitting on desktops or do they need to be freestanding?   

The devices need to be freestanding. 
 

4. Please provide the Make, Model, and Manufacturer of the card readers currently in use on the MFDs  
Wave ID - pcProx RDR-6081 APU (page 7 of RFP). 

 
5. Where can we obtain a Zoom passcode to watch a recording of the pre-bid conference? All Questions and Answers 

from the pre-bid conference have been emailed to those who were in attendance.   

 

6. Can we please have a list of the Current District Fleet in a spreadsheet format?  The current fleet information is found in 

a table format on pages 15-18 of the RFP.  Vendors may transfer to file format of their choice. 

 

7. Can we please have a list of 2019 and 2020 volumes by machine in a spreadsheet format (BW & Color), including 

production center machines?  An Average 12 Month Volume (4/2019 – 3/2020) for all devices is being provided as an 

attachment.  Providing a 2020 volume listing would not be an accurate indicator since we experienced a significant 

decrease due to the COVID pandemic. 

 

8. Production Center: What kind of jobs are printed on 12”x18” and 13”x19” paper?  The majority of jobs printed on these 

sizes are “posters” for classrooms.  In addition, we provide some large print products on these sizes for the visually 

impaired students in the district.  

 

9. Can an RFP Response be hand-delivered? Yes 

 

10. How are your color pages being billed? Is there a separate pool for them? Is it a cost per page model? Currently we 
have a separate pool and cost per page for color and B&W.     

 
11. What is the requested paper capacity for each category (5BW, 3BW, 2Clr) of production machines?  Our 5BW machines 

all have 6 trays and one bypass tray for a combined paper capacity of 8250 sheets.  The 3BW machines have 5 trays and 
one bypass tray for a combined paper capacity of 8250 sheets.  The 2CLR machines have 4 trays for a combined paper 
capacity of 6,900 sheets. 

 
12. Will this contract be through the Dir?  The contract will be through the District’s RFP, so it will be between the District 

and the awarded vendor.  We are currently are not going through DIR.  
 

13. What warranty information are you wanting to see? Please provide terms for standard device warranty, labor warranty, 
extended warranties and the associated costs. 

 
14. Does deployment begin on Sept 1 or everything is installed/completed by Sept 1?  The intent is to have all devices 

installed by September 1, 2021.  The District will work with the awarded vendor on a deployment schedule. 
 

15. Please describe what functionality QDirect provides.  Qdirect allows jobs that meet the “autoflow” rules in WebCRD, set 
by the Copy Center, to be automatically flowed to printers that are in a “ready” status.  About 75% of the jobs in the 
Copy Center meet these criteria, so it creates less touches and quicker turnaround. 
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16. How many Papercut embedded licenses are included with your current Papercut configuration? We currently have 128 
licenses and anticipate the purchase of 5 to 7 additional licenses to cover our new sites. 

 

17. What Vendor is the current Papercut support Partner? The requested information is not needed for response to this 
RFP. 

 
18. What make of Proximity Cards currently are being used for MFP authentication?  

Wave ID - pcProx RDR-6081 APU (page 7 of RFP) 
 

19. Is Papercut being utilized for Chromebooks printing or Mobile Printing?  The requested information is not needed for 
response to this RFP. 

 
20. Is the winning vendor responsible for installing papercut to the net new MFP’s?  Yes, the awarded vendor will be 

responsible for installing the Papercut software.  The district owns the software and will have a Systems Administrator 
available as needed. 

 

21. Could you describe your current dedicated technicians job duties, roles and responsibilities?  The dedicated technician 
is responsible for routine visits to campuses for device health checks, routine preventative maintenance, and for 
troubleshooting/resolution of all workorder tickets related to the district copier fleet.  

 
22. How do you manage/track that the embedded manufacturer certified technician is resident on site 40 hours per week? 

Workorder Checks, Campus Sign-In Checks, and Check-In with PfISD Technology for daily issues as needed. 
 

23. Do you require in-line stapling on all MFP’s? Yes 
 

24. Do you require stapling on the small MFP group? Yes 
 

25. Given the scope of this initiative, will the District allow for a one week extension to the established RFP response 
deadline? The posted timeline for RFP responses is firm and cannot be extended.  

 
26. Due to circumstances surrounding COVID-19, will an electronic only submission be allowed?  

No, we require a paper copy. 
 

27. Due to circumstances surrounding COVID-19, will electronically signed forms be allowed? Yes, electronically signed 
forms are allowed. 

 
28. Is Pflugerville ISD paying for the support on the RSA Web CRD or does Pflugerville ISD want the vender to pay for the 

annual support?  
The District will pay for the annual support, however the pricing for this line item should be included in the vendor 
proposals. 

 
29. Is Pflugerville ISD paying for the annual support on the PaperCut software are does Pflugerville ISD want the vendor to 

pay for the support? The District owns the Papercut license and will continue to pay for the annual maintenance 
contract. 

 
30. Is the vendor paying for the migration fee on the PaperCut software are is Pflugerville ISD?  The district owns the 

PaperCut licenses.  
 
 
 
 


